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Outline of the talk
◮ an introdution to interval temporal logis
◮ the logi AA of temporal neighborhood
◮ deidability (NEXPTIME-ompleteness) of the satis�abilityproblem for AA over the reals
◮ an optimal tableau system for AA over the reals
◮ onlusions



Interval temporal logis: areas of interest
◮ Philosophy and ontology of time
◮ Linguistis (quoting Kamp and Reyle, �truth, as it pertains tolanguage in the way we use it, relates sentenes not to instantsbut to temporal intervals�)
◮ Arti�ial intelligene: temporal knowledge representation,systems for time planning and maintenane, theory of events
◮ Computer siene: spei�ation and design of hardwareomponents, onurrent real-time proesses, temporaldatabases, bioinformatis
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The distintive features of interval temporal logis
Truth of formulae is de�ned overintervals (not points). ψ

¬ψ

¬ψ

¬ψInterval temporal logis are very expressive (ompared to point-basedtemporal logis):- formulas of interval logis express properties of pairs of time pointsrather than of single time points, and are evaluated as sets of suh pairs(binary relations)- there is no redution of satis�ability/validity in interval logis to thosein monadi seond-order logi (Rabin's theorem is not appliable)



Binary ordering relations over intervalsThe thirteen binary ordering relations between two intervals on alinear order (those below and their inverses) form the set of Allen'sinterval relations:urrent interval:equals:ends :during:begins:overlaps:meets:before:



HS: the modal logi of Allen's interval relationsAllen's interval relations give rise to orresponding unary modalitiesover frames where intervals are primitive entities:Halpern and Shoham's modal logi of time intervals HS, interpretedover interval strutures (not to be onfused with Allen's IntervalAlgebra)J.Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham, A Propositional Modal Logi of TimeIntervals, Journal of the ACM, 38:279�292, 1991



HS: the modal logi of Allen's interval relationsAllen's interval relations give rise to orresponding unary modalitiesover frames where intervals are primitive entities:Halpern and Shoham's modal logi of time intervals HS, interpretedover interval strutures (not to be onfused with Allen's IntervalAlgebra)J.Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham, A Propositional Modal Logi of TimeIntervals, Journal of the ACM, 38:279�292, 1991The satis�ability/validity problem for HS is highly undeidable overall standard lasses of linear orders.
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◮ searh for maximal deidable HS fragments;
◮ searh for minimal undeidable HS fragments.
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(Un)deidability of HS fragments: main parametersResearh agenda:
◮ searh for maximal deidable HS fragments;
◮ searh for minimal undeidable HS fragments.The large majority of HS fragments turns out be undeidable, butsome meaningful exeptions exist.(Un)deidability of HS fragments depends on two fators:
◮ the set of interval modalities;
◮ the lass of interval strutures (linear orders) over whih thelogi is interpreted.



A well-behaved fragment: the logi AA
Formulas of the logi AA of Allen's relations meets and met by are re-ursively de�ned by the following grammar:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ∨ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ ([A] = ¬〈A〉¬; same for [A])
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A well-behaved fragment: the logi AAFormulas of the logi AA of Allen's relations meets and met by are re-ursively de�ned by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ∨ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ ([A] = ¬〈A〉¬; same for [A])

〈A〉ϕ 〈A〉ϕ
ϕϕWe annot abstrat way from any of the endpoints of intervals:

◮ ontraditory formulas may hold over intervals with the same rightendpoint and a di�erent left endpoint
〈A〉[A]p∧ 〈A〉[A]¬p is satis�able:

d0 d1 d2 d3

. . .

〈A〉 [A]p
. . .

〈A〉 [A]¬p

. . .For any d > d3, p holds over [d2,d] and ¬p holds over [d3,d].



Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to FO2[<]Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to the two-variablefragment of �rst-order logi for binary relational strutures overvarious linearly-ordered domains FO2[<]M. Otto, Two Variable First-order Logi Over Ordered Domains, Journalof Symboli Logi, 66(2):685�702, 2001



Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to FO2[<]Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to the two-variablefragment of �rst-order logi for binary relational strutures overvarious linearly-ordered domains FO2[<]M. Otto, Two Variable First-order Logi Over Ordered Domains, Journalof Symboli Logi, 66(2):685�702, 2001Remark. The two-variable property is a su�ient ondition fordeidability, but it is not a neessary one (for instane, the logi Dof the subinterval relation is deidable over dense linear orders, butit does not satisfy the two-variable property - three variables areneeded)



Deidability of AAAs a by-produt, deidability (in fat, NEXPTIME-ompleteness) of
AA over all linear orders, well-orders, �nite linear orders, and thelinear order on the natural numbersD. Bresolin, V. Goranko, A. Montanari, and G. Siavio, PropositionalInterval Neighborhood Logis: Expressiveness, Deidability, andUndeidable Extensions, Annals of Pure and Applied Logi,161(3):289�304, 2009
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◮ It is far from being trivial to extrat a deision proedure fromOtto's proof
◮ some meaningful ases are not dealt with by Otto's proof(dense linear orders, weakly disrete linear orders, ..)



Tableau-based deision proedures for AATableau-based deision proedures have been developed for:
◮ the future fragment of AA (it features the future modality 〈A〉only) over the natural numbers;
◮ full AA over the integers (it an be tailored to naturalnumbers and the lass of �nite linear orders) and the rationals;
◮ full AA over the lasses of all, dense, and weakly-disretelinear orders.
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Tableau-based deision proedures for AATableau-based deision proedures have been developed for:
◮ the future fragment of AA (it features the future modality 〈A〉only) over the natural numbers;
◮ full AA over the integers (it an be tailored to naturalnumbers and the lass of �nite linear orders) and the rationals;
◮ full AA over the lasses of all, dense, and weakly-disretelinear orders.In this paper, we provide the only missing piee: a tableau-baseddeision proedure for AA over the reals.

AA is expressive enough to �separate� Q and R (this is not thease with A), but, unfortunately, there is no way to redue thesatis�ability problem for AA over R to that over Q.



AA over Q and RProposition 1. For any AA-formula ϕ, if ϕ is satis�able over R,then it is also satis�able over Q.



AA over Q and RProposition 1. For any AA-formula ϕ, if ϕ is satis�able over R,then it is also satis�able over Q.Idea: given an R-model M for ϕ, a Q-model M ′ for it an beobtained by de�ning a suitable (stritly monotoni) mapping from
Q to R that mimiks the original valuation V over R by a valuation
V ′ over Q.Key observation: it is always possible to replae every d ∈ R \Q bya suitable d ′ ∈ Q without a�eting the truth value of an AA(sub)formula.



AA over Q and RProposition 1. For any AA-formula ϕ, if ϕ is satis�able over R,then it is also satis�able over Q.Idea: given an R-model M for ϕ, a Q-model M ′ for it an beobtained by de�ning a suitable (stritly monotoni) mapping from
Q to R that mimiks the original valuation V over R by a valuation
V ′ over Q.Key observation: it is always possible to replae every d ∈ R \Q bya suitable d ′ ∈ Q without a�eting the truth value of an AA(sub)formula.Proposition 2. There exist AA-formulas whih are satis�able over
Q, but not over R.



The di�erentiating formulaLet θ be the AA-formula:
p∧ 〈A〉〈A〉q ∧ [G]((p→ 〈A〉p)∧ (q→ 〈A〉q)∧

(p→ [A]([A]p∧ [A][A]p))∧ (q→ [A]([A]q ∧ [A][A]q))∧

¬(p ∧ q)∧ (¬p∧ ¬q→ 〈A〉p∧ 〈A〉q)),where [G] is the (AA-de�nable) universal modality.
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θ,p

. . .
p, 〈A〉p, 〈A〉〈A〉q

¬p,¬q, 〈A〉p, 〈A〉q

p p p
. . .

√
2 qqq
. . .
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. . .



Main ResultTheorem The satis�ability problem for PNL over R is deidable.The proof of the theorem onsists of two fundamental lemmas.Lemma 1. Let ϕ be a PNL formula and L = 〈I(R),L〉 be aful�lling Labelled Interval Struture (LIS) that satis�es it. Then,there exists an R-pseudo-model LR = 〈〈I(D),L〉,Finf,Fsup〉 for ϕwith |D| 6
(

22·|ϕ|
+3·2|ϕ|

−2
2

)

· (2 · |ϕ| + 1) + 2 · |ϕ| · 23·|ϕ|+1.Lemma 2. Let ϕ be a PNL formula and LR = 〈〈I(D),L〉,
Finf,Fsup〉 be an R-pseudo-model for it. Then, there exists aful�lling LIS L over R that satis�es ϕ.



Labelled Interval Strutures and R-pseudo-modelsSome fundamental notions:
ϕ-labeled interval strutures (LIS): andidate models for ϕ thatguarantee the truth of formulas devoid of temporal operators (loalformulas) and satisfy universal temporal onditions imposed by [A]and [A] operatorsFul�lling LIS: a LIS that guarantees the satisfation of existentialtemporal onditions imposed by 〈A〉 and 〈A〉 operators
R-pseudo-model: a �nite LIS (not neessarily a ful�lling one) thatsatis�es suitable strutural onditions



Proof of Lemma 2The proof is organized in two phases:1) Building a ful�lling LIS L
′ over Q2) Turning L

′ into a ful�lling LIS L over RThe �rst phase produes a andidate ful�lling LIS over Q as the`limit' of the repeated appliation of the following three steps:1.1) Step 1 fores the `limit' LIS to be ful�lling1.2) Step 2 fores in�nite bounded hains of requests in the `limit'LIS to aumulate only on rational numbers1.3) Step 3 fores the `limit' LIS to be dense by simply adding apoint in between any pair of onseutive points



A Tableau System for AA over RA tableau for an AA formula ϕ is a speial deorated tree T thatfeatures both expansion nodes and aumulation nodes.Suh a tree is built by applying the following expansion rules:
◮ 〈A〉-rule and A-rule;
◮ Fill-in rule;
◮ Dense rule;
◮ Inf-rule and Sup-rule;
◮ Inf-hain rule and Sup-hain rule.A suitable bloking ondition is givenTheorem. Let ϕ be a AA formula. If T is a �nal tableau for ϕthat features one bloked branh, then ϕ is satis�able over R and,onversely, if ϕ is satis�able over R, then there exists a �naltableau for ϕ with at least one bloked branh.



ConlusionsWe proved the deidability (NEXPTIME-ompleteness) of thesatis�ability problem for AA over the reals, and we developed anoptimal tableau system for AA over the realsRemark. Unsatis�ability of formulae like θ over R an beinterpreted as a plus of R-models: strutural properties of Rexlude pathologial models like the above-desribed Q-modelsatisfying θ, and thus R-models an be viewed as the mostappropriate models for pratial appliations where density is anessential ingredient of the temporal domainFuture work is onerned with the implementation of thetableau-based deision proedure


